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See Filters tab for 
sample filters.

Data Element Name Years Requested Filters Applied Justification Notes

enroll_primary Primary insurer 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
Term_date termination date 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
Eff_date Effective date 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
personkey Unique person identifier 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
memberkey Unique member identifier 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
Incured year incured year 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
incured month incured month 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
mm_units Medical member months 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
RX_units Pharmacy member months 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
paytype Inusrance type 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
proccode Product type 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
Line of business Line of business 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates
County County 2011-2015 Needed to obtain a denominiator for PID rates

Custom Data Set

Please Note:  Only complete this tab if you are requesting a custom data set instead of a limited data set.

Provide any notes about the data elements requested, if applicable.

OHA recommends certain data elements for all requests depending on claim type, as they are necessary to properly interpret duplicate claim lines. These 
elements are pre-populated in the table below. Requesters should still fill out columns C and D for these elements. If you do not wish to receive a pre-
populated element, delete the entire row.

If requesting a custom data set, you must also complete the Payers tab.

See Instructions tab for further instructions and information about pre-populated elements.

Indicate year(s) for 
each element 

requested.

Enrollment data requesting

Specify filters for 
each element 

Justify why each element requested is necessary.

Indicate data elements 
requested. Use extract 

column name for elements 
from limited data sets. Use 
data element format AA### 
for elements from the Data 

Elements Collected by 
APAC section of the APAC 

Data User Guide.
Indicate the name of each 

element requested.

You may request any of the data elements APAC collects, including any data elements in the limited data sets, and any listed in the Data Elements Collected 
by APAC  section of the APAC Data User Guide. Complete columns A-E for all data elements requested. Provide any optional notes in column F. Direct 
identifiers such as patient name, address, or exact dates of service are only released under special circumstances that comply with HIPAA requirements, and 
may require specific approvals such as Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval and patient consent, and review by the Department of Justice.  
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Appendix D—Staff review for DRC (standardized for all Health Analytics’ data requests) 

Office of Health Analytics      Application Number: 20150001-05 

Staff Review Checklist 

Staff Name:  

1. Data Source(s) Requested: 

 APAC  

   

   

   

   

   

2. Application materials included: 

Application     Y  

Payment     N/A 

Data Elements Worksheet   Y  

IRB Approval    N/A 

DUA      

Has the requestor provided an overview of the project and adequately explained the need for the data? 

N/A 

 

Notes: 

 

3. Has the requestor adequately justified the need for the specific data files and elements requested?  

Y  

Notes:  

4. Has the requestor asked for the minimum necessary data to accomplish the stated purpose? Y  

 

Notes:   

 

Has the requestor adequately described safeguards in place to protect the data and comply with privacy 

and security requirements? N/A 

Notes: 

5. Recommendation for request:  Approve    

 

Notes: 
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Appendix G – Staff checklist and Minimum Necessary Review (MNR) for amendments or renewals 

Staff Reviewer: 

Agreement Number: 20150001-05 

Purpose  

The purpose of the staff checklist for amendment or renewals is to assess whether applicant completely 

and adequately filled out the amendment form. 

Instructions  

Complete all sections.   If you check “no” on any question, please detail in the “notes” section of the 

same row why you checked “no” and what applicant must do in order to receive a “yes”. 

1.

Task Yes No N/A Notes 

Agreement number entered? X 

Does agreement number and applicant 

listed in amendment/renewal match the 

agreement number and applicant in 

original application?  

X 

Did applicant choose either 

“Amendment” or “Renewal”? 

X 

Section 2 – Amendment (Must go to 

DRC for review) 

Have all additional staff signed stating 

they have read and are bound to the 

terms of the original DUA? 

X 

If original application included IRB 

approval, does the amendment fall 

inside the scope of the original IRB 

approval? 

X 

Does IRB approval have 

more than 3 months left?  

(Can be either the original 

IRB sent with original 

application is valid for more 

than 3 months or an 

amended IRB is attached 

and is valid for more than 3 

months) 

X 

If amended IRB approval 

is attached, does IRB 

application number on 

amendment match IRB 

application number on 

original IRB approval? 

X 

If requesting new/more data, is Data 

Element Workbook attached? 

X 
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Do all requested elements have 

a year requested, filters applied 

and justification response in 

Data Element Workbook? 

X 

If requesting a limited 

data set, does Data 

Element Workbook align 

with response in 2.8b-c? 

X 

If requesting a custom 

data set, is it clear what 

elements are being 

requested? 

X 

Is the Payers tab completed in 

the Data Element Workbook? 

X 

If requesting Medicare 

FFS data, is the project 

at least partially funded 

and directed by OHA? 

(Per our DUA with CMS, 

Medicare FFS data may 

be shared outside of 

OHA for research only if 

OHA is partially funding 

and directing the 

project.) 

X 

If requesting a limited 

data set, does Payers 

tab align with response 

in 2.8b? 

X 

If requesting a custom 

data set, is it clear what 

payers are being 

requested? 

X 

If Limited data is being requested, is 

payment included 

X 

Do 2.8b and 2.8c correspond 

with the files selected and the 

number of year input in row c of 

the payment table?  

X 

Is cost calculated correctly? X 

Passes Minimum Necessary Review? X 

Adequately justified each data 

element requested (provide 

rationale and list any data 

elements not adequately 

justified in notes)? 

X 
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Adequately described filters and 

algorithms for including and 

excluding claim lines (provide 

rationale and list strengths and 

weaknesses of algorithms in 

notes)? 

X 

Consider the elements 

requested and whether 

additional elements can be 

excluded, redacted, or 

additionally filtered without 

unreasonably impairing the 

ability to accomplish the project 

purposes.  Is data requested the 

minimum necessary?  (If no, 

identify data elements that may 

be excluded, redacted or 

additionally filtered in notes.) 

X 

Section 3 – Renewal (DUAs can be 

renewed without DRC approval) 

If applicant is renewing OHA agreement, 

does applicant include proper IRB 

documentation if necessary?  (In notes, 

please state whether an amended IRB 

approval is attached, the original IRB is 

still valid, or original application did not 

include an IRB approval.)  

X 

If applicant is renewing IRB approval, did 

applicant include renewed IRB approval? 

X 

Does IRB application number on 

renewal memo match IRB 

application number on original 

IRB approval? 

X 

Signatures 

Is amendment signed? X 
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